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Ezee Cool Bottles
The smart and easy
way to enjoy a cool
and refreshing drink
Nutrilite Ezee Cool bottles
come with a freeze stick which
allows you to keep your
drink cool without worrying
about the melting ice.

Getting this 2-in-1set of
Nutrilite Ezee Cool Bottles is easy....

Just buy a pack of

Nutrilite Daily 120
Offer open from 2nd January 2008 till stocks last
SKU No. : 10-2745-IDD MRP incl. taxes : Rs. 1749.00 Pack size : 120 tablets
HEALTH SUPPLEMENT.

NOT FOR MEDICINAL USE.

E d i t o r i a l

Balanced

Businesses
Doug DeVos
President & Chief
Operating Officer

Steve Van Andel
Chairman
Amway Corporation

Amway Corporation

It’s no secret that successful businesses rely on loyal customers.
That’s why we encourage you to focus your efforts on customer sales and service first, and then
recruiting. Learning to sell is an important step. And building a balanced business will give you the
kind of strong foundation that will keep your business growing and healthy for years to come.
In fact, loyal customers are our best prospects. They know and believe in our products. They have a
strong understanding of who we are and what we stand for.
Besides, people are always looking for products they can trust, even if they aren’t necessarily
looking for a business opportunity. They are actively looking for products that make a difference in
their lives – whether it’s for their health, beauty or products for their homes.
So, you shouldn’t think that someone who’s not interested in the business opportunity wouldn’t be
interested in our products.
Take the time to help your “prospect” buy a product first. Because they may not be ready to talk
about their future yet – they may just want to be your customer.
Get them to trust our products. They’ll grow to trust you in return.
And they just may follow you as you build your balanced business.
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RECOGNITION

TRIPLE DIAMONDS
A Triple Diamond is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 15 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for at least 6 months of
the performance year or is a Diamond Bonus Recipient who has achieved 18 FAA Points.

become EDC and then Double Diamonds and now the first Triple
Diamonds of India.

Harbhajan Singh
& Mohinder Braich

We achieved success in a short time because we were committed
and willing to do whatever it took to fulfill our dreams. We paid
100% price for our success. Our home team was set and our
attitude has always been positive. We had great vision for our
dreams. We had submission to our up lines and we served our
down lines from our heart. Our team is great and with blessings
of God we got an amazing group and visionary leaders.

Authorised representatives of
Braich Multiple Business Pvt. Ltd.
D. O. J. 14/04/98
JALANDHAR

I

is free to work as and when he wants and achieves his/her

was born in a small village by the name of Baich, in district

financial goals.

Hoshiarpur of Punjab. I belonged to a very simple family of

farmers. My parents wanted me to become a doctor, as I was one

Then we went to an Amway meeting where we saw the business

of the brilliant students in my class since beginning.

plan and met successful people from all walks of life. There were
doctors, engineers, less educated, highly educated, and people

In year 1970, I got married to Dr. Mohinder. My wife was born in

from all religions and races. We got excited but we did not have

district Lahore of Pakistan. Her parents were very rich back in

time to build the business even part time. After having lot of

Pakistan, but in 1947 they had to migrate to Punjab leaving all

discussions on joining we realized that we did our practice for 25

their riches behind. When they were back in India they had to live

years but could not get freedom of finances and time together
but here we saw the possibility. With this we decided to put 2

a middle class lifestyle. Her parents used to talk about their

hours a day in the business and attain financial and personal

good days in Pakistan which inspired her to become a doctor and

goals.

made her determined to regain the lost wealth.

In Canada, we started building our business within Indian
After doing our MBBS in 1968, we started PCMS job in Punjab as

community. Though there were very few Indians, we still

medical officers. At that time our salary was Rs 1000 each. Both

achieved Silver level within 10 months and Emerald within 3

of us were big dreamers and wanted a beautiful house, big cars,

Mehrab Braich and son Armaan Singh Braich. As we were very busy

years. This all happened because we took the business seriously

good education for our children and to travel around the world.

in our medical practice we had no time for our children, so we had to

and worked hard. When we found out that Amway would be

After a short time we realized that job cannot fulfill our dreams,

enroll them in a boarding school from K.G.

launching in India we were very excited about this
opportunity. In 1998 when Amway

so after three years we resigned from the job and started our

We were well settled in India but Mohinder had a strong dream

own nursing home. As we were hard workers, big dreamers and

to live in a foreign country. To fulfill that dream we shifted to

moved back here

Canada. In 1995 at the age of 50, when we were living in Toronto,

permanently with

visionary people, in a few years we became rich and fulfilled
many of our dreams.
We have two beautiful children; our daughter Dr. Lavleen Riar is
married to Jagbinder Riar and
have two wonderful children
– son Satjeevan Singh Riar
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one of our patients showed the Amway business to us. He said,

a vision that the

“Dr. Braich I know you have plenty of money and all the luxuries

Amway

would be huge in

long as you are seeing patients. You have no time to enjoy

India.

with your family and near and dear ones.
Along with that you have a life full of
tension.” His words really touched our
hearts as he showed us the reality of

Riar. Our son Dr. Harleen

life. The moment we asked him that,

Braich is married to Dr.

what he had that could get us freedom.

Sandeep Braich and they

With great enthusiasm he introduced us

also have two wonderful

to the world of Amway where one’s efforts

–

daughter

business

of life but you do not have freedom. You only make money as

and daughter Gurleen Kaur

children

came to India we

are rewarded with sustainable income. One

Before coming to India,
we dared to declare
that we will be the first
Diamonds of India. With this
challenge we started our
Diamond qualification and
very soon became Diamonds.
The achievement didn’t stop
here, and so we went on to

Amway taught us that everybody has unlimited power to
succeed but one has to explore that power. Major positive change
occurred in us due to the association. Now we have good
relationship between husband and wife, and also with our
children and our team.
Amway business not only teaches how to achieve financial
security but also makes aware about moral values and ethics.
Amway’s motto is Hope, Family, Freedom, and Rewards. Now we
are best partners, best parents and best friends of our team.
With Amway Nutrilite supplements we feel
energetic and young, even in our
sixties.
Now we have beautiful houses,
luxury cars, and we travel all over
the world. We travel every year
around the globe. Now, I have the
freedom to spend as much time as I
like and my wife has the freedom to
spend on beautiful dresses and costly
diamond jewelry to her hearts
content.
We have time to attend spiritual camps
and enjoy holidays of our choice around the
world. Our major goal now is to touch as
many lives as we can and make them
better at the family level,
physical & emotional
health
level,
to
promote
mental
health and tension free
living.
We want to serve society
and make India better
and better, so that we can
fulfill our purpose in life of
helping as many people as
we can, and knowing that
our people are better off
because of the decisions we
have taken.
AMAGRAM • Jan - Feb 2008
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RECOGNITION

DIAMONDS
A Diamond is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 6 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for at least 6 months of the
Performance year.

Rajan & Prabha Warrier
Authorised representatives of “WARRIER & CO”
D.O.J. : 05/03/1998
BANGALORE

Rajan and I, both belonged to families
with very average backgrounds. My
father was in the army and my mother
was a lecturer in college. I am the
youngest of four siblings. Rajan’s father
was a head master of a school and his
mother was a housewife. He is the youngest of
three siblings and comes from a very humble family
background.
After completing his graduation in commerce from Trivandrum Kerala, he
refused to take up a career with the airforce and started working as a flight
steward with one of the airlines. After having travelled all across the world in his
profession, he decided to settle in Sydney, Australia as a software programmer with a
leading financial institution.
I completed my masters in psychology from Bangalore University and worked as a lecturer for couple of months before
migrating to Sydney to join Rajan. That time I decided to change my career from teaching and started
working as a computer programmer with a leading bank. We were exposed to the Amway
business by Rajan’s boss, but were very skeptical to start since we did not know too many
people and also were short of time being in the IT industry. However, we decided to join the
business to use the world class products that Amway had. Little did we know at that time
that our lives were about to change.
Though neither of us come from a business or marketing background, we decided to
build this business after attending a few meetings and interacting with highly successful
and motivated people at meetings. We achieved the pearl level in Australia with the help
of our mentors.
When the opportunity finally came to India in May 1998, an opportunity we were eagerly
waiting for, we returned to India. Today, we not only have established assets for our
children but also have helped lots of people in India to change their perspective on
Family, Freedom, Hope and Reward.
We are today full time parents to our two children,
Anjali 14 years & Arjun 11 years and continue
to build the business part time. Thanks to
the business we have been blessed with
friends and have been able to travel
around the globe in style and have a
positive impact on people’s lives.
Born as a Warriors, Rajans believe: It is
not the size of the man in the fight, but the
size of the fight in the man that matters!
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FOUNDERS EMERALD
A Founders Emerald is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 3 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for all 12 months of
the performance year.

Amarjit Kaur & Gurnek Singh
K. Sunita
Bert Gulick
Sandeep Mittal & Shailja Sandeep
Omvati Dahiya
Satwinder Kaur & Kuldip Singh Saini
Neela & Manickavasagam M
RECOGNITION

Chandigarh
Bhilai
Mumbai
Meerut
Panchkula
Jalandhar
Chennai

EMERALD
An Emerald is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 3 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for at least 6 months of the
performance year.

I am a doctor and my wife is a teacher. We did our best for last ten years, but
found ourselves in the same hectic and monotonous lifestyle. We never thought
of doing things other than just to maintain our present lifestyle.
Only because of God’s grace, Amway business came in our life. We took it as a
part time job and initially we didn’t pay much attention to it as we never knew
the potential of the business. But little things that we did in our part time Amway
business persistently took us to various achievements that paid us more than our
full-time jobs. It was only by then that we realized the true potential of the
business and started working hard to build it.

Dr. O. Ramesh Singh & Anita Devi
Doctor (H) & Teacher (W)
DOJ: 28/11/1999 | IMPHAL

Today, because of our Amway business we are living a life more meaningful than
ever before with more family and social responsibilities. Our dreams grow with
our lovely kids, Roshan and Deepak. All this happened because of our up-lines to
whom we are thankful for leading us all the way. We are also very proud of our
highly ambitious team mates.
You are the master of your own destiny.

I was working as a teacher and my husband is executive. Since, both of us are
ambitious so we were searching for an opportunity which can fulfill our dreams.
Right then, a friend of my husband showed us the Amway Business Plan.

Executive (H) & Teacher (W)

Initially, my husband was very negative about the business but the idea of
ongoing income was there in the back of our minds. When I went to a meeting,
I realized the potential of this business and in no time I joined it. I started working
very hard with a hope of achieving success. As my husband was not positive
about this business, he started getting information about Amway. He was
surprised to know that the Amway business which I had started by taking it on a
part time basis, is pioneer and is one of the biggest direct selling companies
globally. Though everybody criticized me initially, but my mother-in-law and my
husband supported me. I am blessed with two sons, Chitrang and Vaibhav. It was
God’s grace that I said yes to this wonderful business opportunity and now I am
living a healthy, wealthy and happy life along with my family.

DOJ: 25/05/2001 | CHANDIGARH

Try to get what you like or you will be forced to like what you get.

Umakant Singh & Vandana Chauhan

RECOGNITION

EMERALD
An Emerald is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 3 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for at least 6 months of the
performance year.

I am a Neurologist and my wife is preventive medicine specialist. We are blessed
with two fantastic children, Siddhartha and Sindhura. We are running a Super
Siddhartha Neuro Hospital and both of us are highly successful professionals.
We liked Amway opportunity because of the values, ethics, philosophy and vision
of the corporation and most importantly its high quality products. We believed
that this part time business can give us absolute financial freedom and great life
style.

Lalitha K. Sarikonda & Ravi Pasumarthy

Within 20 months of joining, we quickly achieved Silver, Gold, Platinum and Ruby
levels of recognition. We are thankful to our wonderful uplines and downline
team for their motivation and support. Then in the next 12 months we helped
and guided our downline leaders to achieve Silver, Gold & Platinum level. That’s
perhaps the most unique aspect of this business.

Medicine Specialist (W) & Neurologist (H)
DOJ: 20/12/2004 | VIJAYAWADA

I am a master in business administration and my wife is a homemaker. I worked
as a finance head in a reputed company.
Like most professionals, we lived a comfortable life but we soon realized that all
the perks that came with a high position do not guarantee absolute freedom. In
Amway your hard work and goodwill is recognized fairly. It is a risk free business
with a small start-up capital but tremendous returns in a reasonably short span of
time. Helping others to attain better lives enhances its credibility.

Ananthapadma & Dhanalakshmi Ravikumar
Homemaker (W) & Vice President-Finance (H)

A change of mind-set and outlook towards life stand as the most valuable
rewards that we have received from building our Amway business. We have
become more positive, optimistic and confident. We also learn to set goals in life
and we derive much satisfaction in seeing other distributors growing and
achieving success.
The basis of all success is “CHANGE” not “CHALLENGE”.

DOJ: 16/04/1998 | CHENNAI

I am a Chemical Engineer and my wife is a Dentist. I always had a very strong
desire to be on my own. We had a couple of businesses and were successful too.
But there was no security for small business. This kept us looking for something
better. When we saw the Amway business opportunity, without much thought
we got started as distributors. I was absolutely unaware of the true potential of
the business. But being a dreamer my wife liked what she saw in the business
plan and decided to work with Amway.

Swaminathan Ravi & Priya

Once we knew the scope and potential of the business, we realized that it was
what we were looking for and we jumped in to it. Initially, our goal was just to
earn an extra income. But today, our purpose in life is much larger, thanks to the
tremendous mentorship and friendship from our uplines. We are grateful to the
fantastic team we have with us and feel everyone is a blessing from God. We
have two sons Abhimanyu and Anshumaan.

Chemical Engg. (H) & Dentist (W)
Authorised Representatives of The Matrix

DOJ: 07/05/1998 | CHENNAI

Despite having M.A. and B.Ed. degrees, I chose to be a homemaker to give time
to our family. My husband is a bank officer. We are blessed with son Gaurav and
daughter Surabhi. With the grace of God and blessing of our parents I started
this ethical and value based Amway business to earn an extra income.

Sheela Sharma

Initially, it was difficult for me to expand the business. But encouragement and
help given by my husband, children and in-laws motivated me not to stop until I
achieve the success. My mentor upline helped me and my great team supported
me a lot. Now we could feel and enjoy all the beauties of life and are able to
understand the real meaning of happiness. Due to the relationships in this
business, we have a huge family which share all the joys and sorrows together.
Amway has given us recognition, respect and self development. We are thankful
to Amway for its quality products which can change the overall personality of
people, including their heath and wealth. We just want to say-

Bank Officer (H) & Homemaker (W)

“Be persistent and consistent, and you will be successful”

DOJ: 08/10/1999 | JAIPUR
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RECOGNITION

EMERALD
An Emerald is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 3 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for at least 6 months of the
performance year.

I was engineering student when I joined this business. Unfortunately for initial
three years, I could not understand the real potential of this business. In 2001, I
attended a function and there I realized that this business is a life time package.
In 2002, I lost my father who was in a government service and then I realized the
importance of security in life. I was supported by my mother who is a homemaker
and great motivator. We are grateful to our uplines who made all this possible for
us and proud of our team of warriors who are our real strength. Now we are
much better than before, enjoying time, freedom and lots of rewards such as
foreign trip, recognition and above all peace of mind.
Bigger the challenge you face bigger the reward you get.

Ranbir Singh Mangat & Satinder Kaur
Amway Business Owner (both)
DOJ: 19/06/1998 | MOHALI

I am a homemaker and my husband is a forest officer. We have two lovely
children, Shubhankar and Sanjana.
We always dreamt of a better lifestyle and joined Amway business without any
hesitation and started building it just to make an extra income. After a few
months of joining the business we attended the seminar where we realized the
potential of the business. At that instant we decided to explore it and make
efforts to increase our business. This proved to be the turning point in our lives.

Sunita & Anil Kumar Tamta
Homemaker (W) & Forest Officer (H)
DOJ: 30/07/1999 | HALDWANI

Through this business we can create the history of fulfilling the dreams of
thousands of families across the world. We dedicate this success to our
committed team members and the guidance as well as the support of our
mentors. The business has greatly contributed to achieve success, recognition
and to develop the helping attitude toward others.
Anyone with strong belief, sincerity and commitment can achieve his/her
goal through this opportunity.
I worked in a bank for a short period. I was a teacher for 26 years in my own
college. We also started computer sales, software and hardware trainings
institute in 1984 when people were against computers. My wife Ajita is a
homemaker and we are blessed with two daughters, Anu and Aishwarya. Since
peace of mind, family and values were our priorities; we gave all our businesses
and continued as a teacher.
It was then, when Amway came to our life. We love the products, the idea and
the values. Before coming to Amway, we were successful. But the real success
and enjoyment started afterwards.
Now we understand: Service is the seed and Reward is the fruit.

E P Pillai & Ajitha Pillai
Ex-Teacher (H) & Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 31/10/2000 | CALICUT

I am a mechanical engineering graduate with MBA degree in marketing and my
wife is a homemaker. We are blessed with a daughter Sindhu and son Aditya.
Even after working for a multinational company for almost 10 years there were
lots of unfulfilled dreams in our life. We were looking for some opportunity that
could bring financial freedom in our life. That time, a friend of ours shared
Amway business opportunity with us and we joined it immediately. We always
wanted to have the best in our life and we have a strong dream of becoming one
of the richest people in the country. We knew that Amway business opportunity
could help us to convert our dreams into reality.

L.N. Srinivasa Rao A. & Sudha Rani Akiri
Mechanical Engineer (H) & Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 09/08/2002 | VISAKHAPATNAM

After joining, our uplines promoted us to undergo a product training, where we
understood the quality and effectiveness of the products and took a major
decision to build it big. We understood that retailing and sponsoring are equally
important to reach higher levels of success. We knew that there is no short cut to
success, and no substitute for hard work. We are thankful to our parents, all our
uplines and our dynamic team.
AMAGRAM • Jan - Feb 2008
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RECOGNITION

EMERALD
An Emerald is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 3 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for at least 6 months of the
performance year.

I am a post graduate with M.Sc.degree and my husband is a CA. In our job we
started realizing that our corporate job is not going to give us the “Balanced
Life”. When we were introduced to Amway business we realized that this is the
opportunity which can fulfill all our dreams. Once we overcome our skepticism by
using products and learning the success stories of others, we devoted heart and
soul to this business.

Satinder Malhotra
M.Sc. (w)
Supported by her husband Mehar Singh Malhotra
DOJ: 15/12/1998 | JODHPUR

The best thing in this business is that we can do it with little money and short
time frame. We strongly believe that Amway is a God’s plan for us to provide
better lifestyle and financial security. In the beginning no one was in the favor
and now those whoever said ‘NO’ are also joining it. Today we enjoy receiving a
red carpet welcome on international trips. Amway means: health, wealth and
happiness to us.
Faith can move mountains, do your best, focus on your dreams, be
associated with success, you can do it too.
I am a businesswoman with M.Sc. (Botany) and B.Ed. degrees. My husband is
M.D (Medicine) with specialization in respiratory and cardiac disorders. We have
entered into this business only because of God’s mighty plan.
When we were new in this business our prime objective was to earn time,
freedom and secured income as they become mandatory for us. We are
harnessing the rewards of this business which aren’t only monetary but also the
heart felt feelings.
Being successful in this isn’t an extract of just one factor but is the support of our
uplines and consistent efforts of our team and downlines.

Dr. Arun & Pushpa Kalara
MD (Medicine) (H) & Businesswoman (W)
Authorised Representatives of Kalra Associates
DOJ: 31/08/1999 | SRI GANGANAGAR

I am a homemaker and my husband is a civil engineer. With the blessings of God
we have one son, Devesh and two daughters, Garima and Reetima. I was very
introvert by nature but after joining this business I saw tremendous change in my
way of thinking.
Before joining this business we started many education based businesses but by
some or the other reasons those were not very successful and we bear lot of
losses. At that time idea of joining the Amway business was given by one of our
close family friends.

Sunita Singh

Initially, we were not serious about it but after attending a meeting we changed
our perception. Now we feel that this is the only opportunity which gives
freedom of time, financial stability and optimal health. All products of Amway are
not only a product but are like an opportunity itself. Thanks to our upline for their
support and trust in us.

Homemaker
DOJ: 20/04/1999 | LUCKNOW

I am a homemaker and my husband is an Orthopedic Surgeon running his own
hospital. Amway was introduced to us with a concept of financial freedom,
security and time freedom. Earlier we were not very serious about it and we did
it as a part time job and reached to the level where we had financial security, time
freedom, recognition and privilege of world tours. In our opinion Amway is the
only platform through which you can create stable and efficient business in India.
We like its philosophy and work ethics where you are working for the success of
known and unknown people around you.
We are thankful to our parents and lovely children Harsh and Pavita for their
motivation and support. We are also thankful to our uplines and downlines
without their support it was not possible to achieve this level.

Dr. Suresh & Neelam Ranwa
Orthopedic Surgeon (H) & Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 29/01/2000 | SRI GANGANAGAR
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EMERALD

RECOGNITION

An Emerald is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 3 legs, each of which was at the 21% Performance Bonus level for at least 6 months of the
performance year.

I was running a hospitality and real estate businesses and my wife is doing a
college job after completing her Ph.D. I was not feeling secured in my work and
faced many fluctuations in business. That time in 1999 I came to know about
Amway, but I was not impressed by its plan in the first instance so I quit the idea
of doing it. But it was God’s decision, so in the year 2002 my brother-in-law
insisted my wife to listen to the plan once again and this time I found it
interesting. It has everything like time, financial stability and recognition. This
business gave me the opportunity to help others and made my dream come true
which is to secure the future of my children.
I want to thank my sponsors, uplines, downlines and specially my mother.

Ranvir Singh & Santosh Nain
Businessman (H) & College Job (W)
DOJ: 24/09/2002 | SONEPAT

I was from a middle class family and working as a teacher and my wife is a
homemaker. We are blessed with two children, Saikeeerthan and Ashika. We
came to know about the Amway business through one of our close friend in the
year 2001.
Today Amway has given us hope and confidence to achieve more in life. We have
achieved a lot in this business like friendship, personality development, winning
spirit and social recognition in a very short span of time. We developed this
business consistently for our children’s secured life.
We are thankful to God, our Family, our uplines and committed team members
for their support in fulfilling our dream.

S. Obaiah & S. Vijayalakshmi
Teacher (H) & Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 23/10/2001 | NELLORE

Both of us are doctors by profession. We are blessed with two sons, Sudhamshu
and Himanshu. We are really thankful to God for giving us wisdom and vision to
understand the great opportunity of Amway Business. If we are dreamers and
have strong ethics then with faith we can reach any height. We strongly believe
that this is the only option to create future financial security and peace of mind.
We are thankful to our parents and our children who always encourage us. We
are also grateful to our mentors and our whole team for their immense support.
Success does not come to us; we have to go to it. Success is not a
destination, it is a journey. Consistency and persistency is the key to
success.

Dr. A. Aruna & Dr. A. Sriram Reddi
Both Doctors
DOJ: 19/07/2004 | THOTAPALLI

RECOGNITION

FOUNDERS SAPPHIRE
A Founders Sapphire is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 2 domestic 21% legs in the same month, for all 12 months in a performance year,
whilst maintaining 4000 Personal Group PV or has a third 21% leg in the absence of 4000 GPV in any month.

Rajinder Singh & Harjinder Kaur Benipal
Jasbir Singh Grover & Harvinder Kaur
Ravi Annamalai
Davinder Deep Singh & Harinder Kaur Pandher
Baldev Singh & Sukhwinder Kaur
(Authorised Representative of International Crown Associates)

Mohali
Ludhiana
Chennai
Ludhiana
Jalandhar
AMAGRAM • Jan - Feb 2008
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RECOGNITION

SAPPHIRE
A Sapphire is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 2 domestic 21% legs in the same month, for 6 months in a performance year, whilst
maintaining 4000 Personal Group PV or has a third 21% leg in the absence of 4000 GPV in any month.

I am a homemaker and my husband is in an executive. We are blessed with a son Vaibhav
and a daughter Ritika. Initially, we did not understand this business but later we were
amazed to realise its huge potential as this business is based on time compounding theory.
We are building this business for financial security, recognition, charity, peace of mind and
to help others as well.
We are thankful to our Parents, dynamic sponsor and mentors for their continued support
along with our entire team for their progressive action..
This Business is built on learning skills and not on talents.

Sudhir Singh & Sangeeta Sinsinwar
Executive (H) & Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 21/05/1999 | JAIPUR

I am a fashion designer and my husband is a dermatologist. We have two children.
When Amway opened their business in India we were waiting for somebody to come and
talk to us about Amway just to get access to world class products. We really understood the
business potential after attending the seminars. We are seriously building the Amway
business to attain financial independence. We thank our upline team for helping us to focus
on our goals in the Amway business.
For us the Amway Business means balanced life.

Ramesh Babu B.V. & Veena Ramesh Babu
Dermatologist (H) & Fashion Designer (W)
DOJ: 28/10/1998 | BANGALORE

We feel proud to be a part of the greatest opportunity created by the best company in the
world. Our motivation and strength is our loving and caring uplines and downlines team.
Accomplishing dreams, touching people’s lives, empowering people… you can have
anything and everything that you desire through Amway opportunity!!
If you really have a dream and ready to work for it, this is the right opportunity for
you… take the lead!!

Selvarajoo & S. Krishnaveni Veeran
Amway Business Owners (Both)
Authorised Representatives of S.K.CROWN ASSOCIATES
DOJ: 29/04/1998 | CHENNAI

I am a temple priest and an astrologer. My wife is a home maker. We have a son,
Jayadarshan. We hail from a middle class family but only because of success in Amway
business, we could reach beyond our circumstances to help ourselves and others. Our uncle
introduced us to this golden opportunity. Initially we were skeptical about the business as
we had no business background. But the mentorship of our excellent upline leaders installed
faith in our mind and we could develop great team members.

S. Ganapathy Potty & S. Saraswathy
Astrologer (H) & Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 30/10/2000 | THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Through these years, our personality has undergone a complete change. I was very fat, but
I could reduce my weight drastically through Positrim weight management program, we are
able to use the quality products offered by Amway and transfer our belief in the products
to others thereby helping them to attain optimal health. Amway is the only opportunity that
provides financial security, social recognition, better lifestyle, personality development and
exotic tours under a single umbrella.
I am a garment exporter and my wife was an executive. This golden opportunity gave my
wife freedom from job. We were leading a comfortable life but Amway business gave us
ethical values, more sincerity, stronger relationships and ultimate satisfaction in our life. This
business system is strong and very unique and it makes an ordinary person perform
extraordinarily. We are thankful to our upline for their unconditional guidance and
downlines for continuous support and commitment.

Neelam & K.K. Singh
Ex-executive (W) & Garment Exporter (H)
DOJ: 27/08/2001 | JAIPUR
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RECOGNITION

SAPPHIRE
Sapphire is a qualified Platinum who has sponsored 2 domestic 21% legs in the same month, for 6 months in a performance year, whilst maintaining
4000 Personal Group PV or has a third 21% leg in the absence of 4000 GPV in any month.

I am a grandmother of two grand children and my husband is a businessman, building this
business with our son, daughter-in-law and daughter.
We are grateful to Amway for this extremely exciting and profitable business opportunity.
We love all their products and specially skin care and Nutrilite supplements, absolutely result
oriented, safe and easy to use.
It’s a very simple and easy business because of positive teamwork and win-win situation. We
owe all our success to our uplines as they had a faith in us when we ourselves did not believe
us to be successful.

Nita & Vinod Bhasin
Amway Business Owner (W) & Businessman (H)
DOJ: 15/04/1998 | DELHI

RECOGNITION

FOUNDERS PLATINUM
A Founders Platinum has attained 12 qualifying months at the Silver Producer Level as defined in the Amway Business manual for all 12 months in a
performance year in-market.

Lalia, Jasjit Singh & Karnail Singh
G Deepa Sujatha & R Gabriel Rajakumar
Goswami, Anu
Swaroop, Ram & Devi, Har
Mathew, Daniel & Daniel, Omana
Shelar, Ajay R & Megha
Yadav, Sudha & Murli Dhar
Shringarputale, Chitra & Dhawal
Bhardwaj, Parul & Vinay
Subbiah, S.K & Vijayalakshmi, S.
Karanjkar, Vinay & Rucha
Mehta, Trilok
Singh, Arun Kumar & Ranjana
Behera, Abinash Kumar & Mitarani
Bhandari, Rajkumar K & Padma R
Shamshudeen Yunus A M & A M, Salman
Sundaran K R & Sheeba K A
Singh, Ajinder & Kaur, Amarjit
Kaur, Kawaljeet & Singh, Harjeet
P U Iqbal & Arifa Iqbal
Gupta, Neelam
Chahal, Pridarshan Kaur & Karamjit Singh
Tinwala, Fatima A & Iyer, Guruprakash
Devshali, Usha & Harsh Mani
Dubey, Sangita & Satender Kumar
Pankaj Kumar & Srivastava, Bala
Khopade, Swati R & Rohidas B
G, Jayaprakash & B Ganesan
Abdul Rasheed N & Sabira
Rana, Dharmender & Meenakshi
G Santhi
Ramakrishnan, K V & Vimala, P M
Samal, Kashyap Kumar & Pranati
Grover, Kamal & Savita
Sharda, Charushila & Bhupesh
Kaur, Amrit

Jalandhar
Chennai
Noida
Bayana
Kollam
Phursungi
Allahabad
Pune
Ghaziabad
Madurai
Indore
Shimla
Azamgarh
Bangalore
Mumbai
Manjeri
Kozhikode
Nawanshahr
Panchkula
Trichur
Ghaziabad
Mohali
Mumbai
Dehradun
New Delhi
Lucknow
Navi Mumbai
Coimbatore
Malappuram
Gurgaon
Neyveli
Trichur
Bangalore
Delhi
Mohali
Ludhiana

Kankani, Mahesh Chandra & Manju
S Harikumar & L Sulekha
Chacko E J
Jadhav, Sanjay B & Vaishali S
Ranwa, Sushila
Keshri, Anita
Sharma, Manju & Anil Kumar
Bindu, Milind Madhukar & Suparna
Rana, Urmil & Ombir
Pradhan, Manju & Supriya Kumar
Mayor, Ashu & Bharat
Abdul Jaleel P & Rahna Jaleel
Kakkar, Papia & Dr Arindam
Jha, Punita Kumari
Janardhanan , Shaju & Swamy, Ramya N
(Authorised Representatives Of Janardhanan Intl)

Hooghly
Coimbatore
Ettumanur
Pune
Jaipur
Ranchi
Dehradun
Aurangabad
Panipat
Kolkata
Ludhiana
Manjeri
New Delhi
Delhi
Calicut

Monteiro, Pramilla
Mumbai
Abdul Nazir S M & Sajitha C H
Koyilandy
Innocent John Bosco & Thommana Ignatius Anila
Kollam
Kalpana T S & Umesh S
Tumkur
Chandrakar, Riksudan & Lata
Bhilai
M Nirmala
Neyveli
Sharma, Dr. Shimpa & Dr. Rakesh
Navi Mumbai
Ashokan P A & Rekha Ashokan
Kothamangalam
Panesar, Gurcharanjit Kaur & G.S
Mohali
Kaur, Kamaljit & Singh, Ajit
Jalandhar
Chikhale, Ganga R. & Rajendra N.
Pune
Upadhyay, Prakash
Kolkata
Velusamy, P & Manoharan, V
Dindigul
Chawla, Megh Raj & Renu
New Delhi
A Rajendran & S Malarvili
Chennai
(Authorised Representatives of Raj Malar Enterprises)

Verma, J.P. & Delphina

Chandigarh

Sandhu, Bholan Kaur & Joginder Pal
Yadav, Jitender Singh & Archana

Delhi
Lucknow

Dhaimodkar, Srihari B & Nandini S

Ponda

N.Karuppanasamy, & K.Santhi

Erode
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RECOGNITION

FOUNDERS PLATINUM
A Founders Platinum has attained 12 qualifying months at the Silver Producer Level as defined in the Amway Business manual for all 12 months in a
performance year in-market.

Khurmi, Amrik Singh & Bhupinder Kaur
Ludhiana
Chambal, Karamjit Kaur & Joginder Singh
Patiala
Suku O I & Leena Suku
Chalakudy
Bharali Barman, Parul & Barman, Bijoy
Guwahati
Ravi, Prem Latha
Chandigarh
Raghu K K & Suma
Mala
Sushil Kumar A & Dhanya Sushil
Attingal
Reehal, Ravinder Singh & Simarjeet Kaur
Ludhiana
V Rajeswari & S Gopakumar
Thiruvananthapuram
Malarovian, Syamaladevi
Neyveli
Radhica S Manien & Kr Sivasubramanian
Chennai
Patil, Seema Kiran & Kiran
Nashik
Kshetrimayum, Jhulon Singh & Sanyaima Devi
Kakching
Alok Kumar & Kumkum Gond
Kushinagar

RECOGNITION

Fatehpuria, Smita & Vinod Kumar
Sood, Renu & Vivek Kumar
Shah, Mukesh D & Smita
Gandhi, Sunita Mayank & Mayank Dinesh
S R Mahendra Kumar & T A Jayanthi
Shah, Panna & Kalpesh
Singh, Surjeet & Kaur, Gunpreet
Garg, Sunil Kumar & Bimla Devi
D Gopinathan & Radhamony Gopinadhan
P C Pondian & C Meenambigai
Saini, Sushma & Charan S.
Saha, Susanta Kumar & Manashi
Mahajan, Rita & Satinder
Lisha Prakash

Ludhiana
Chandigarh
Dist-Thane
Mumbai
Pacode
Ahmedabad
New Delhi
Hissar
Chalakudy
Nilakkottai
Saharanpur
Kolkata
Gurdaspur
Ernakulam

RUBY
A Ruby is a qualified Platinum who has attained at least 20,000 personal group PV in any one month during the performance year in-market.

A great Pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do.
You have to find a reason to build this business.

Trilok Mehta
Advocate
DOJ: 25/02/2000
SHIMLA

P. Nagarjuna
Businessman (H) &
Executive (W)
Supported by his wife L. Dhana Lakshmi

DOJ: 04/03/2002
ANANTAPUR

Vijay &
Pooja Katra
Businessman (H) &
Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 19/02/1999
DELHI

Surjeet Singh &
Gunpreet Kaur
Businessman (H) &
Homemaker (W)
DOJ: 26/08/2002
NEW DELHI
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For me, time and financial security were reasons to join Amway
business. By investing unproductive hours wisely, you start to get
time back, you build equity as you build an organization, instead
of merely trading time for money. That’s the difference between
working hard…which I had done before…and working smart. For
this journey of success I am highly indebted to all torch bearers of
freedom. I am also proud of my dynamic team of achievers.
I am a businessman and my wife is an executive. We have two
wonderful sons, Anudeep and Abhilash. We came across this
wonderful opportunity through a close friend of ours. Before this
business, we were leading a stressful life. Through this business
now we are leading a life full of happiness. The entire credit of our
success goes to our awesome uplines who gave us guidance and
support to achieve our goals and to all our downlines for their
team work, strong belief on ourselves and hard work with
commitment.
I am a businessman and my wife is a homemaker. God has blessed
us with a loving son, Harsh. Amway life is an amazing great life,
free of stress & financial pressures. We believe that this is the only
business where one can fulfill all his dreams along with helping
others. We are really grateful to our awesome uplines and are
proud of our committed team who has played a major role in
making us achieve our goals. We believe that with God’s blessings
and the guidance of our mentors and with our own efforts, we
will continue to scale new heights of success.
I own a business of corrugated boxes and my wife is a
homemaker. We are blessed with two sons, Kamaldeep and
Manveet. Life was full of compromises till we got this unique
business opportunity which gave us the power to dream and also
showed us the way to realize those dreams. Through this business,
we aim to give a wonderful life to our family and get ultimate
happiness and satisfaction in life. We believe that hard work with
right attitude can lead you to greater heights in this business. We
thank God and our team members.

RECOGNITION

RUBY
A Ruby is a qualified Platinum who has attained at least 20,000 personal group PV in any one month during the performance year in-market.

Harjinder Singh
& Sunita Basir
Automobile Engineer (H)
& Ex. Computer professional (W)
DOJ: 17/01/2001
FARIDABAD

We are from middle class family. Before this Business, I was
working as a computer professional and my husband is an
automobile engineer. We are building this business with the
blessings of God and help of parents & our two kids, Mokshi and
Piyush. We started this business just for our health and to achieve
financial security. We always dreamt of giving the best of lifestyle
to all our family members. The tremendous support from our
uplines and downlines, blessings of God and hard work helped us
to meet the challenges of life.
So if you are ready to accept the challenges you can achieve
success in Amway business.

RECOGNITION

PLATINUM
A Platinum has attained 6 qualifying months at Silver Producer level as defined in the Amway Business Manual, at least 3 of which are consecutive.

Ragesh M & Deepa Ragesh

I was working as a Marketing Executive with a
leading Newspaper and my wife was a Beauty
Consultant. We joined Amway for its quality
products as well as to earn an additional
income. We started understanding the
importance of Nutrilite products and now we
can very easily make people understand because
of our conviction in them. We achieved this
position only because of support from our
upline and active team members.

I am a Doctor and my wife is a Domestic
Engineer. We joined Amway business to have
financial freedom. We achieved this level with
the help of our upline and with the support of
our downlines. Our message to all hardworking
people is:
Come join it and never quit.

Anil & Anjali Sharma

Mktg. Executive (H) & Beauty Consultant (W)

Doctor (H) & Domestic Engineer (W)

D.O.J: 16/08/2006 | MAHE

D.O.J: 29/05/1998 | BANJARA HILLS

K. Balan & Premalatha N P C
Amway Business Owner(H) & Retd. Teacher(W)

I was working in Gulf for a long time and
returned after completing my job. My wife is a
retired teacher and a homemaker. I am 68 and
my wife is 63 years old and we are blessed with
three children Baiju, Beena, Bindu and all of
them are Amway Business Owners. After my
treatment of cancer, I started taking Nutrilite
supplements which helped me work hard in
building my Amway business. We are also
thankful to our great uplines and the team, who
are constantly supporting us.

As busy Medical Practitioners we could hardly
find time for our family responsibilities. This
golden opportunity sent by god’s grace came to
us through one of our good friends. Our success
is credited to the blessings of god, great support
of parents, my child, great uplines and
indispensable commitment of our tremendous
team.

Dr. Mukesh & Dr. S. Mahalakshmi
Medical Practitioners (Both)
D.O.J: 26/03/2005 | KARIMNAGAR

D.O.J: 30/10/2001 | VADAKARA

We are blessed to be a part of Amway family.
We believed that with mentorship from uplines,
great team work and determination to succeed
you can make your living better. We are grateful
to have a support from our family and our
children Sampreetha and Sampratheik.
Time is precious, Build it right.

Padma Somashekar & Somashekara

Joseph P.P. & Valsa Joseph

Law Graduate (W) & Mechanical Engineer(H)

KSRTC Driver (H) & Homemaker (W)

D.O.J: 8/10/1999 | BANGALORE

D.O.J: 13/01/2000 | TRIPUNITHURA

I am a Doctor and my wife is a teacher. We are
blessed with two daughters, Kanupriya and
Tanvi. I joined this business under some
obligation, but when I attended one of the
business meets in Delhi I came to know about its
potential and I thought of taking this business
ahead.

Dr. Jatinder Kumar & Suman Jaiswal
Medical Practitioner (H) & Govt. Teacher (W)
D.O.J: 30/10/2001 | CHANDIGARH

After getting good results from Nutrilite
products, we started building this business
passionately. Thanks to Amway for giving such a
wonderful business opportunity.

Annu Pareek

I was a driver with state transport and my wife
is a homemaker. We are blessed with two
daughters Merrin and Merlin. Now I am giving
my full time to develop this business with
support of my family. Amway opportunity has
provided us with freedom, peace and also to
lead financially tension free life.If you have
dream and have determination; then this is the
best opportunity.
We thank God, uplines and all downlines for
their support.

I am an Amway Business Owner now and just
because of one personal experience it became
easy for me to take this decision of joining the
business. My husband, met with a severe
accident three years ago and got multiple
fractures. After his medical treatment I gave him
Nutrilite’s diet supplements which helped him
get back to normal life fast. This incident
inspired me to take this business as a mission
and I am marching with my entire family.

Amway Business Owner
D.O.J: 24/12/2001 | JAIPUR
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RECOGNITION

A Platinum has attained 6 qualifying months at Silver Producer level as defined in the Amway Business Manual, at least 3 of which are consecutive.

Amway is one of the best business opportunities
in the world. It helps us to grow and attain
recognized position in the society. I am thankful
to God, my family, Amway India, our uplines for
all their teachings & support, encouragement
and our wonderful growing team God has
blessed us with.

Ponni A.

I believe, if I can do it, you can too, come
join now!

Ritesh Nagbhushan & Suvarna Patil

Homemaker

B.Com Graduate (H) & Homemaker (W)

D.O.J: 27/02/1998 | COIMBATORE

D.O.J: 22/12/2000 | NIZAMABAD

I was working as a senior manager with a public
sector enterprises and had a safe and secure
job. However, I felt insecure about not being
able to maintain my living standard after
retirement. I decided to join the Amway
Business to enjoy a comfortable life after
retirement, travel all around the world and have
fun.

Rita Ayyar

Vinod Kumar & Sarita Singh

Research Scientist
Authorised Representative of “HORIZONS”
D.O.J: 11/04/1998 | GURGAON

Manjeet Kaur & Abhinandan
Teacher (W) & Retd. Army Officer (H)

Executive (H) & Homemaker (W)

We were enjoying the respect in Army but
always worried about post retirement. On
seeing the Amway opportunity we could only
understand that this holds the potential of
working out extraordinary results. Product
backed by 100% money back guarantee could
only be of genuinely world class quality and
value for money. The best feature we
discovered was support and mentorship
available from experienced, committed and
successful upline leaders.

Ajay Kumar & Shiksha Singh
Businessman (H) & Homemaker (W)

D.O.J: 12/08/2002 | HYDERABAD

The combined help and support of our uplines
and downlines has helped us to reach this level.
We love our children Suneeth, Vineeth and
Jyothsna who contributed a lot in our success to
build this business. Amway products are so
good that we cannot resist ourselves promoting
them so that more and more people could get
benefited by them.

I am a homemaker and my husband is a civil
engineer. We are blessed with two sons,
Mrigank and Mrinal. We joined Amway business
immediately after seeing the plan. Initially we
took it very casually but got impressed by the
products.

Rakhi & Neeraj B Rai
Homemaker (W) & Civil Engineer (H)
D.O.J: 07/12/2000 | Jodhpur

I am a politician and my wife is a homemaker. I
believe that the transformation from ape to
man is incomplete unless he become Amway
distributor. We feel honoured to be a part of
this great people’s business. Human being
should always ‘Struggle for Success’. Amway
has given a purpose to our lives and a means of
bringing happiness to millions of homes.

V.Prakash Rao & Swarupa

Homemaker (W) & Mechanical Engineer (H)

D.O.J: 18/11/2003 | HYDERABAD

D.O.J: 29/06/2000 | JODHPUR

Homemaker (W) & Ex-executive (H)
D.O.J: 10/03/2000 | CHENNAI
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Shayari & Chaina Ram Choudhary

Politician (H) & Homemaker(W)

D Vijayalakshmi & P Doraisamy
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I am a graduate and a homemaker. My husband
is a commerce graduate and also holds a law
degree. We have two sweet daughters,
Aishwarya and Nivedita. While working in our
traditional business of bricks manufacturing, we
realized the potential of passive income and
leveraging power of this business in which you
can leave behind a legacy. We thank God for
this wonderful opportunity. We are thankful to
our uplines along with the downlines for their
constant support in attaining this level.

D.O.J: 14/09/2001 | FARIDABAD

I am a homemaker and my husband is an
engineer. Amway came in our life as a God’s
grace and we grabbed the opportunity.

Homemaker

I am a homemaker and always been busy with
my children. My husband is an executive. I
always wanted to do something very
extraordinary and then I came in contact with
Amway. I decided that it would be the right
choice to join the business so that I could
support my family. The products of Amway are
biodegradable and eco-friendly by which we can
save our environment and also live with financial
freedom.

D.O.J: 25/03/1999 | DEHRADUN

D.O.J: 30/09/2004 | CHANDIGARH

Esther Rani Pappula S.

I am a commerce graduate and my wife is a
homemaker. When I was in second year of my
graduation, I got to know about Amway and
realizing its potential I joined this business.We
are thankful to God for blessing us with such a
golden opportunity. We are also thankful to our
upline, downline and our parents for their
unconditional love and support throughout this
successful journey.

Prior to joining Amway business I was working
as a chief executive in a public sector company
and my wife is a homemaker. Through one of
our relatives we came to know about this
wonderful opportunity. Both of us along with
our children are building the business with a
great passion.We are very thankful to God, all
our great uplines, our children and our entire
team for this great success.
Consistency and Persistency is the only
secret of success for this business.

Puran Das & Rukma Devi Swami
LIC Agent (H) & Homemaker(W)
D.O.J: 09/11/2002 | SURATGARH

We are grateful to God, our upline for giving
love, affection, moral and ethical values, our
parents for support and our great & dynamic
team for being with us and supporting
throughout.

I am a homemaker and my husband is a
mechanical engineer. We have two kids, Arika
and Ayush. Amway has provided us a platform
to live extraordinary life. It has given us values
and made us realize the purpose of the life by
supporting and giving hope to others. We salute
our great upline for tremendous support and
also proud of our energetic, sincere and
dedicated team.

I am an insurance agent and my wife is a
homemaker. We are thankful to God for
providing us the golden opportunity - Amway.
We are also thankful to our parents, our uplines
who gave us the confidence to join the business
and also our downlines who are well organized
into a well knit team. We must not presume that
this business is not meant for us and is suitable
for the selected people, because we all can
achieve success with hard work.

PLATINUM

RECOGNITION

A Platinum has attained 6 qualifying months at Silver Producer level as defined in the Amway Business Manual, at least 3 of which are consecutive.

Prior to joining Amway business we were in a
well established wholesale business but we
joined this business for Time, Money, Freedom,
Tension Free Life, Future Security and to fulfill
our dreams.We are grateful to God, Amway,
our wonderful team members and a supportive
family for showing their faith in us and helping
us to reach this level.

Amarjit Singh & Tejinder Kaur Vij
Businessman (H) & Homemaker (W)

“Build this business with your heart and fulfill
your dreams.”

D.O.J: 18/08/2001 | CHENNAI

D.O.J: 25/09/2001 | JALANDHAR

Amrit Kaur
Homemaker

I am a homemaker and my husband is an
electrical engineer. We feel blessed that we got
an opportunity to join the Amway business. In
the beginning of this business, we were
skeptical about it, but gradually realized that
Amway is the only answer to our quest for
financial security, recognition and social
contribution. Our heartiest gratitude to
Almighty, great uplines, dynamic downlines,
family and our princess daughter Jasmanjot for
tremendous love and support.

Engineer (H) & Lecturer (W)
D.O.J: 06/04/2001 | AMRITSAR

Nitya Nand & Ritika Roy
Retd. Sr. Manager (H) & Retd. Teacher (W)

I am an Electronics Engineer, working as a Head
of the Deptt. in college and my wife is M.Sc.,
M.Phil, working as a college lecturer. We joined
Amway business just to use quality products.
One incident happened in our life which made
us think Amway as a permanent source of
income. We realized the true potential of the
business and then worked consistently to build
it. Now we are enjoying our financial freedom
with support of uplines, downlines team,
parents and our two lovely sons Bobby and
Rowan.
I was working as a Senior Manager in a Cargo
Company and my wife was a teacher. We are
blessed with six years old daughter Tanishka.
Now, both of us retired from job and are in the
process to becoming first millionare in our family
through this wonderful opportunity. We will
certainly fulfill all our dreams with the help of
this business. Dream is not what you see in
sleep, but it’s the one which does not let you
sleep. We, wholeheartedly thank to our uplines
and downlines for their tremendous support.

D.O.J: 30/06/2005 | GURGAON

Sujatha L. & Venugopal H.P.
Homemaker (W) & Financial Co. Background (H)

D.O.J: 30/08/2002 | BANGALORE

Bhupinder Kaur Azad
Businesswoman
D.O.J: 27/09/2002 | AMRITSAR

Bhagwan Swaroop & Meera Srivastava
Advocate (H) & Homemaker (W)

I am a homemaker and my husband is an
advocate in civil court. He is an ambitious person
and always has big dreams. Amway opportunity
came as a divine gift in our life. I am building the
Amway business so that my family does not
have to struggle for financial security. I have
achieved success in the business with the
consistent support and help from my family,
uplines and team members. I am thankful to
God, our sponsors and mentors for the belief
that they had shown in me.

D.O.J: 29/05/1999 | AZAMGARH

D.O.J: 03/09/2004 | LUDHIANA

Sukhjinder Singh & Jaswinder Kaur Sandhu

S. Revathi & D. Sivaraman
Homemaker (W) & Executive (H)

Working for someone else was a nightmare for
me. I always wished to be independent, which
only became possible because of Amway. This
opportunity with a low start-up cost was the
best suited opportunity for me and I grabbed
the opportunity with an immense pleasure. My
wife supported me for building this business and
now we both are together working towards the
success with the help of our uplines. We are
thankful to them for their guidance and
motivation. We are also grateful to our
sponsors, downlines and above all our family.

I was working in a reputed private non-banking
financial company and was holding a good
designation. My wife is a homemaker and we
are blessed with a daughter Asha and a son Sai
Ram.I was introduced to Amway by my brother
and I reluctantly became a distributor in the
beginning even though the situation wasn’t
congenial to pursue the Amway Business. Then
things gradually changed in favour and we
succeeded in our efforts. We thank God, our
uplines, dynamic team of downlines and my
family
I am a post graduate in economics and play the
role of businesswoman, homemaker and
mother of two children Anhad and Mukul Azad.
My husband is a Doctor in Govt. Medical
College.I realized the potential of this business
after two years of joining and since then I am
working hard to achieve great levels. I am
thankful to God and everyone who guided me
to achieve this level.
“Always be focused in your efforts and
success is yours.”

I am a homemaker having two children. I build
this business with the help of my husband who
is a forest officer. Amway has spelt life to
dreams. It is not only about money and freedom
but it teaches us how to live and win. I am
thankful to Almighty, my upline and team
members who have supported me just like the
family.

Poonam Arya
Homemaker
D.O.J: 30/10/1999 | HALDWANI

D.O.J: 08/10/2002 | LUDHIANA

Me and my wife, both of us are successful
doctors. Our hectic schedule, stress and
insecurity made us realize the true potential of
Amway. We are thankful to God, our awesome
uplines, our entire team members and our
family including our daughter Aastha and son
Ankur for their whole hearted support. We
believe that Amway is a lifetime package of
time, money, security, good health, recognition,
friends and peace of mind.Being persistent and
consistent can make anybody to achieve the
highest level in the business.

Sushila Devi

I am a teacher and has two children, Snigdha
and Nakul. I achieved this level with the help of
my family. I want to give the message to all that
“If a drop of water falls in the lake it looses its
identity but if it falls on the leaf of lotus it shines
like diamond. So choose the right place where
you can shine.” And I find its Amway who made
my dreams come true and also made my entire
life shine with the cooperation of uplines and
downlines.

Ashish & Amrit Wadhwa
Pediatrician (H) & Gynecologist (W)

Teacher
D.O.J: 19/03/2002 | HANSI

I am a homemaker and my husband works for a
European Multinational Company. We were
introduced to this business by my husband’s
colleague. We were not sure initially, why we
joined it, but as we met our successful uplines,
we gradually developed faith and took a
decision to build it big.

Atul & Nita Nigam
Mechanical Engg., MBA (H) & Homemaker (W)
D.O.J: 23/04/1998 | NEW DELHI

Today, our close relatives are a part of our
global business. Our two sons, Himanshu and
Shitij are an inspiration for us to build it to
greater heights.
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PLATINUM

RECOGNITION

A Platinum has attained 6 qualifying months at Silver Producer level as defined in the Amway Business Manual, at least 3 of which are consecutive.

Vedavrath & Geetha Varma Dhage
Insurance Manager (H) & Homemaker (W)

I worked as a medical representative in a leading
multinational company from last 15 years. I
always worked hard for the company with good
salary but without any recognition and job
satisfaction.

I am an industrialist and my wife is a
homemaker. With the blessings of God and help
of our parents we build Amway business. Our
two sons, Yash and Pulakit supported us a lot in
this great endeavour.

Thanks to Amway, as within a couple of years
this business gave not only financial security but
a great satisfaction in helping people and
wonderful recognition. We thank our uplines
and downlines for believing in our abilities.

We are thankful to our uplines and our team.
We are looking forward to touch the heights in
this business and working hard to achieve it.

D.O.J: 13/11/2004 | KURNOOL

D.O.J: 28/08/1999 | DELHI

D.O.J: 30/04/2001 | JAIPUR

I am a software engineer and my wife is a Ph.D
in Commerce. We are blessed with two children,
Honey and Money. During the first year of my
job, I realised that if you want to be rich then it
is not possible in a job. So I left the job and
started some other business. But I was not
satisfied there at all and was looking for some
other opportunity. At that moment I joined
Amway business as an obligation but thanks to
God as later I understood it’s potential and
started building it seriously. I am grateful to my
parents and awesome support from my uplines.

Vijayakumar V. & Lathakumari G.

I am an executive and my wife is a homemaker.
We are blessed with two children, Gopika and
Govind. I joined service at the age of 45 and was
tensed thinking about my position after 10
years. Realising this we joined Amway for an
extra income and I was amazed to realize its
potential. We are thankful to our uplines and
downlines for their support. If you really want to
be free, rich and famous then grab this
wonderful opportunity.

Sanjay and Kavita Tank
Software Engineer (H) & Ph.D (W)

Executive (H) & Homemaker (W)

Manoj & Preeti Bhatia
Industrialist (H) & Homemaker (W)

Your dream is your destiny.

D.O.J: 19/01/2004 | THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

I am a homemaker and my husband is one of
the busiest Anesthesiologists of the town. He
had no chance of having free time with the
family. We realized the potential of this business
quite late after criticizing it initially. Amway
offered us a rare combination of tension free life
with financial security and time.

Anand & Sunita Kamra
Anesthesiologist (H) & Homemaker (W)
D.O.J: 25/04/2000 | SRI GANGANAGAR

I am a homemaker and my husband is a civil
engineer. I had everything given to me by my
husband. But Amway business brought good
health to my family and gave me the
opportunity to prove my individuality.

Arunlata Singh
Homemaker
D.O.J: 5/12/2001 | LUCKNOW

For two years, we built the business on a part
time basis. Now we can fulfill all our dreams
through Amway. We are thankful to God, to our
great uplines and also to our downlines.
Dream it, Believe it and Do it.

Navneet Kumar Sharma

Financial Co. Employee (H) & Homemaker (W)

LIC Agent (H) & Homemaker (W)

D.O.J: 29/10/2001 | THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

D.O.J: 30/10/2002 | GURDASPUR

Amway business opportunity came as a God’s
gift through my husband’s close friend. Now all
that I can understand is that this is the only
platform where dreaming for others can
become your own dream.

Alaka Rao

We don’t use people to build this business,
we use this business to build people.

Kamal & Savita Grover
Chartered Accountant (H) & Teacher (W)

I am an ex-army officer and my wife is a
homemaker. We joined Amway to fulfill our
dreams. We worked hard to gain recognition
and freedom with the help of our team
members and uplines.
We thanks to our uplines for their support.

Pala Ram & Shashi Bala Chauhan

Subhash Rai

Ex-Army Officer (H) & Homemaker (W)

Amway Business Owner

D.O.J: 27/02/2000 | PANCHKULA

D.O.J: 06/03/2001 | VARANASI
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Success needs change.

D.O.J:14/09/2000 | DELHI

D.O.J: 07/02/2003 | JAIPUR
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My wife is a homemaker and we have a son,
Paras. Our sincere gratitude to the Almighty, our
awesome uplines and to our dedicated and
upcoming downlines.

I am a chartered accountant and my wife is a
teacher. I am in practice for last 22 years. We
started this business only on trust in mind to
earn extra income in the family. Now we are
enjoying every moment of it with the line of
products we are having along with our great
team of associates.

I worked at Libya, SSR and SMS Medical colleges
in Mauritius and Jaipur as a consultant
microbiologist as well as a professor and head.

M.B.B.S., MD

I thank my upline for having patience, as I took
long time to become active in business. Without
the support of my husband, uplines, downlines
and my team I would not have reached this
success. When you believe in yourself and your
team mates, then nothing is impossible.

Before joining Amway business, I was a student
and was preparing for I.A.S. Examination.
During that time I attended one of the Amway
functions and then my life got totally changed.
Amway business is not only different but also a
complete package of life.

I was working with a finance company prior to
join Amway business and my wife is a
homemaker. We have two children Adhin and
Arya.

M.S. Dileep Kumar & Swapnakumary

We sincerely acknowledge the support of the
team and our children Sana and Chaitanya for
our success.

During my post graduation I was blessed with
this opportunity. Amway came as a spark of
light and illuminates my life. In this journey my
values, motives and belief were questioned but I
was always confident and comfortable. No
doubt this dawn would never have been
possible without the constant support of my
enthusiastic, energetic, commited team and my
family. Amway helps us in understanding
ourselves, expressing our ideas, feelings, needs
and personal growth effectively. It is about
knowing our strength and weaknesses.

PLATINUM

RECOGNITION

A Platinum has attained 6 qualifying months at Silver Producer level as defined in the Amway Business Manual, at least 3 of which are consecutive.

I was into the business of computer &
construction and my wife is a homemaker.
I came to know about Amway business through
one of my cousins. In the beginning, I did not
take it seriously, but after attending some
meeting and seminars I realized the real
potential of the business and started building it.

Madhubala & Krishna Pal Singh
Homemaker (W) & Businessman (H)

Thanks to Amway and uplines for introducing
me to a business of such a huge potential and
our downlines for supporting us.

Kishore & Anitha Peddapalem
Employee (H) & Homemaker (W)
D.O.J: 14/11/2005 | TIRUPATI

D.O.J: 09/07/2001 | LUCKNOW

My husband is an electrical engineer and I am
full time Amway Business Owner. We started
this business for financial freedom and to
provide a good education to our daughter Falak.

Chamanpreet Kaur

We believe that Amway is the only way to
realize our tremendous potential and only
possible path for creating financial security and
freedom of time. We are proud to be a part of
ever growing Amway family.

A Britto & N Lilly Theresa

Amway Business Owner

Food Technologist (H) & Teacher (W)

D.O.J: 21/10/2004 | LUDHIANA

D.O.J: 19/08/2002 | CHENNAI

Raka Chaudhary

I am a homemaker and my husband is a civil
engineer. We are blessed with two lovely sons,
Parth and Shubham. It is really a dream come
true to achieve this recognition level. This glory
goes to God, our Upline and Team member. Life
with Amway is a wonderful journey. We
strongly believe that Amway Business is the only
opportunity that will help achieving real
happiness in everyone’s life.

I believe that being consistent and persistent
can make anyone achieve success in this
business.

A. Selvanayaki & K. Aruchamy
D.O.J: 06/07/2000 | COIMBATORE

After joining this business I got the freedom to
work without anybody controlling over my life. I
understood that through this business anyone
could bring dream into reality.
I am thankful to God and my team.

D.O.J: 23/09/2003 | SONEPAT

I am from farming background and my wife is a
teacher. Amway is a unique business to achieve
financial stability. I firmly believe that anyone
who is willing to work consistently and
persistently with total conviction, commitment
and determination can fulfill their dreams and
desires through this business.

Yatish Kumar & Neeraj Singh
Farmer(H) & Teacher (W)
D.O.J: 29/09/1999 | ALIGARH

Our attitude and perception towards life
changed when our family doctor showed this
great opportunity to us. We were comfortable
in our respective jobs as an engineer and
banker. Amway ignited dreams within us and
also the dedication to reach them. We thank
God, our uplines, downlines and our family for
their excellent support.

I am a retired teacher and my husband is a
management consultant. When we joined
Amway, we were not very positive about the
future of this business. But after attending
meetings and seminars we became sure about
the great potential of Amway opportunity.

Sanjay & Neelam Thakur

We are thankful to our uplines & our tiger team,
for their inspiration and support which made us
reach this level of recognition.

D Chitrakala & C R Karthikeyan

Mgmt Consultant (H) & Retd. Teacher (W)

Banker (W) & Engineer (H)

D.O.J: 24/10/2001 | NEW DELHI

D.O.J: 21/02/2002 | CHENNAI

I was a an employee with a small private
company. I came from a very poor family. A few
years back, I was looking for an opportunity
which could provide financial security and
recognition. One of our neighbours introduced
us to this business.

Balakotaiah Bhrungi & Polamma Bhrungi
Executive
D.O.J: 07/07/2003 | INDUKURPET

We both were employed and earning good
when Amway Business entered our life but we
never thought this will add great meaning to
our life. Today we are excited and passionate
about what Amway offers, like the unlimited
earning potential and helping to make
difference in other’s life. We feel we are
abundantly blessed and highly favored by God
to have great uplines and a power team of
downlines. We thank our daughter Carolin and
son Boris for support and inspiration.

I am an engineer and my wife is a homemaker.
Amway opportunity has transformed our lives.
We are grateful to God, our uplines, downlines
and wonderful children, Vishnuvardhan and
Kavya for their constant support.

I was a student when I joined this Business with
the help of my parents. Now my field of
expertise is Yoga and meditation. I realized that
good business is a good combination of optimal
health & financial security.

Sandeep Nain

Make a dream! Love your dream! Complete
your dream.

Engineer (H) & Homemaker (W)

Homemaker
D.O.J: 28/09/2001 | LUCKNOW

Amway Business Owner

I am an employee and building Amway business
with the help of my wife, who is a homemaker.
We are really fortunate as being a part of this
opportunity. We are thankful to our mother,
father, daughter Praveena and son Santosh,
who support and inspire us to achieve high.
Team work, faith in God, faith in uplines &
downlines, hard work and massive action are
the pillars of our success.

We are thankful to God. We are also thankful to
our great uplines, downlines and family
members for their support and motivation.
Don’t stop till you get enough.

I am a Domestic Engineer and my husband is a
Chartered Accountant. With the blessings of
God, unconditional love of my sons and
guidance & support of my downlines, I could
reach this level. Because of Amway business I
could discover myself, fulfill my dreams and help
others too in doing the same.

Mahipal & Priti Lodha
Chartered Accountant (H) & Domestic Engg. (W)
D.O.J: 07/06/2004 | JAIPUR
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RECOGNITION

GOLD PRODUCER
A Gold Producer has attained three qualifying months at the Silver Producer level as defined in the Amway Business Manual.

Kankani, Manisha & Suresh
Pangeijam, Ranjit S & Babita D
Brahmachari, Shivadutta & Radhamani
S.Colo, Bodeno & Mero, Colo
Chaddha, Savitri Devi & Bharat Bhushan
Shankar, Daya & Wati, Chandra
Khanduja, Kiran Bala & M.L.
Kumar, Raj & Singh, Anjani
Panwar, Pradeep & Neelam
Dhillon, Angrez Singh
Thakur, Ghanshyam
Niranjan, Dr. B.
Sabu, Bindu & Kumaran, Sabu
M Sivaji & S Shanthi
A, Bharata Lakshmi & A V D R, Krishna
K Thirumalaikumar
Mediga, Rajini & Gullapalli, Srinivas
P, Nirmala
A Muthukrishnan & M Muthukrishnaveni
Menon, Kalpana & Jairaj
Tyagi, Punam & Satya Kishore
Shah, Jagruti & Samir
Pienyu, ER V Neiba & Azenuo
Solo, Khrienuo & Melvin
Ezung, Janbeno & Dayan
Hibo, Visakhonu & Viraho
Swu, Aholi & Ltu, Kehise
Singh, Usha & Narendra
Mehrotra, Kamal & Jayshree
Singh, Pushpa & Solanki, Ritwik
Singh, Poonam & Upendra
Singh, Sarika
Gill, Anureet Kaur & Dalbir Singh

RECOGNITION

Ranchi
Imphal
Imphal
Kohima
Shimla
Delhi
Dehradun
Varanasi
Kotdwar
Amritsar
New Delhi
New Delhi
Ernakulam
Chennai
Vijayawada
Ilanji
Secunderabad
Chennai
Tuticorin
Rajkot
Pune
Mumbai
Kohima
Kohima
Khermahal
Kohima
Dimapur
Jaipur
Allahabad
Allahabad
Raebareli
Dehradun
Amritsar

Khanna, Om Prakash & Seema
Lekhra, Banmala & Punit
Singh, Palwinder
Sharma, Vivek & Anju
Datta, Gopal & Meenakshi
Rani, Kamla & Singh, Gurvinder
Goyal, Asha & Anil
G, Ramachandran & P.R, Parukutty Amma
Shanmuga Sundaram, R & P Jayachitra
(Authorised Representatives of Guru Associates)

A Renuka & T R, Ananthapadmanabhan
Vrushali Karkhanis & Sangram Karkhan
C Bhuvana
M Jawahar & J Jayanthi
V Suresh
M Vijaya Rani & P Samin
T Senthil Prasath & S Kanimozhi
Palanisamy, Nachammal & Ravichandran
Reju, Raju Babu & Raju Babu, Gangadharan
Jayashree, A & M Ramakrishnan
Mahaboob Basha M & Khairunesa S M
Dhipikca & K Pari
Arora, Anish & Anita
(Authorised Representatives Of Anish Arora & Co)

Wadekar, Sharad Baburao & Vandana
Jha, Beena & Rajesh
Masrani, Dr. Shreyas K & Dr. Seema
Juneja, Naveen S. & Neetu N.
Pandey, Arvind
Shah, Dr. Biren & Dr. Harshuti
Kundrapu, Chaitanya
Sheela, N V & Venkatraman, S
Binu, Gopika & Nair, Binu P C

New Delhi
Jaipur
Gurdaspur
Gurdaspur
Bareilly
Mohali
Bijai Nagar
Perumbavoor
Coimbatore
Chennai
Bangalore
Neyveli
Tanjore
Neyveli
Chennai
Chennai
Coimbatore
Kollam
Chennai
Annur
Trichy
Vallabh Vidhyanagar
Pune
Nasik
Mumbai
Ahmedabad
Pune
Ahmedabad
Visakhapatnam
Salem
Bangalore

SILVER PRODUCER
A Silver Producer has attained a qualifying month at 21% as defined in the Amway Business Manual.

Prakash, Om & Rai, Banarsi
Agarwal, Minu & Kamal Kishor
Sarkar, Sucharita & Sanjib
M.V., Vijayan & Jyothi, P.G.
Pandey, Mukesh Kumar & Shiva Kant
Dey, Pratima
Chakraborty, Tapan & Sanyal Chakraborty
Ghosh, Niva & Subhajit Kumar
Lourembam, Biramani & Apabi
Alankrita
Jhon, Keviseno
Ghosh, Shefali
Jha, Kavishree
Mohanty, B.Kalyani & Biswabhusan
Sangma, Sebika D & Marak, Krenath N
Aye, Caroline & Vihoye
Rai, Vinod Kumar & Ao, Achila
Ranjan, Vijay Kumar
Bhattacharjee, Mausumi & Das, Swagata
Sharma, Ghanshyam & Kanta
Goel, Arun K & Latika
Sharma, Ram Naresh & Anita
Mathur, Anjul & Sunil
Mehrotra, Ravi & Meera
Malguri, Suchitra & O.P
Rai, Ashok Kumar & Devi, Anita
Dhiman, Sunita
Indolia, Madhu & Jagdish Chand
Mathur, Sarla & Piyush
Sunaina
Agarwal, Renu
Bijalwan, Bindu Devi & Geeta Prasad
Pradhan, Shashi
Sharma, Prem Lata & Satish Kumar
Devi, Sarwan & Lata, Kusum
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Ranchi
Kolkata
Kolkata
Kohima
Ranchi
Hooghly
Kolkata
Chandannagar
Imphal
Jamshedpur
Kohima
Hooghly
Jamshedpur
Gadabaguda
Shillong
Dimapur
Mon
Motihari
Guwahati
Kota
Ludhiana
Dausa
Agra
Lucknow
Allahabad
Bhatpar Rani
Panchkula
Jaipur
Agra
Kurukshetra
Lucknow
Lucknow
Mohali
Chogetti
Chandigarh

Kusum, & Kumar, Ashok
Shastri, Madan Gopal & Sharma, Krishna
Pushpalatha, P.K & V, Vasudevan

Allahabad
Hissar
New Delhi

Sharma, Nirmal Prakash & Indri Devi
Varun & Sharma, Promilla
Wagh, Sooneita & Markan, Sushil
Sharma, Sanjeev & Mithlesh
Tewari, Kamla & Surendra Chandra
Sarup, Arti & Dinesh
Yadav, Chandra Prakash & Suman
Goel, Neepa & Amit
Mehta, Poonam & Narayan Singh
Yadav, Kashmir-Singh & Samita-Singh
Singh, Sukhdev & Kaur, Simarjeet
Pandey, Geeta & Chandra Mani
Sharma, Dunger Prasad & Sukntla Devi
Kushwah, Shiv Singh & Kela Devi
Kapoor, Paresh & Loveleen
Maurya, Vineeta & Ramanesh Kumar
Kapoor, Krishna & Gudiya
Bhatia, Anita & Rajender
Singh, Asha & Shailendra
Sawlani, Tara & Hansraj
G, Megha
Bhutani, Gian Devi & Chotani, Harish
Singh, Vimla & Rai Sahab
Mishra, Arun Kumar & Chandan
Verma, Karan & Varun
Loomba, Parveen & Anju
Vijay Kumar
Nagpal, Ravinder & Bharti
Saxena, Rajni
Bhandari, Ela & Ramesh

Dagshai
Jalandhar
New Delhi
Dhaulpur
Haldwani
Delhi
Ramgarh
New Delhi
Almora
Kanpur
Muktsar
Jaunpur
Bayana
Bharatpur
New Delhi
Kanpur
Delhi
Delhi
Varanasi
Raebareli
Panchkula
Hissar
Pratapgarh
Dehradun
Muktsar
Sonepat
Jaipur
Delhi
Sumerpur
Jaipur

(Authorised Representatives Of Nitya Consultants)

RECOGNITION

SILVER PRODUCER
A Silver Producer has attained a qualifying month at 21% as defined in the Amway Business Manual.

Tinghi, Anju Bala & Balram
Gurdaspur
Jindal, Munish & Reeta Rani
Mohali
Chawla, Anil
New Delhi
Srivastava, Vimal Kumar & Poonam
Jaipur
Boparai, Kuljit Kaur & Boparai, Rattan Singh
Jalandhar
Mehta, Jagdish Kumar & Poonam
Jalandhar
Singh, Rakhi & Prashant Kumar
Haridwar
Singh, Rajani & Ranvijay Kumar
Lucknow
Pandey, Sushila & Raj Bahadur
Allahabad
Goyal, Renu & Sandeep
Amritsar
Shukla, Archana & Ravinder Kumar
New Delhi
Singla, Indu & Arun Kumar
Ludhiana
Garg, Anita & Kuldeep
Panchkula
Singh, Deepti & Rajiv Ratan
Gurdaspur
Awasthi, Suman
Raebareli
Krishan, Hari
Karnal
Agarwal, S.K & Jaya
Sitapur
Singh, Baljit Rana & Rana, Sanjogta
Chandigarh
Gill, Saravjeet Singh & Kaur, Jatinder
Patti
Singh, Gurmail & Harmesh
Qadian
Mishra, Meera & Mahesh
Meerut
Ghagra, Pulak Chandra
New Delhi
Jain, Shanta & Suresh
Banswara
Singh, Manjula & Veer
Dehradun
Shiv Pal & Raj Bala
Behror
Maurya, Sitaro & Ashok Kumar
Varanasi
Pharswan, Tara & Kalam Singh
Dehradun
Gulati, Sangeeta & Rajeev
Jalandhar
Saraswat, Sunita & Rajkumar
New Delhi
Kapoor, Dr Deepak & Dr Alka
Agra
Sharma, Kamlesh & Awasthi, Aparna
Dausa
Gupta, Neelam
Jalandhar
Jaswal, Madhu & Ashok
Mubarikpur
Singh, Preeti & Rajeeva Kumar
Lucknow
Kadyan, Satyawan Singh & Shobha
Sonepat
Pasreecha, Umesh Kumar & Ritu
Rudrapur
Saroya, Paramjit & Kaur, Resham
Pharla
Lakshman Rao, Shivaji Rao & Shivaji Rao, Vasanthi
Chennai
K, Anuradha & Vijayaraghavan
Chennai
Satyanarayana, Madgula & Vijaya Madgula
Bangalore
Smith, Edmund & Mildred
Bangalore
G, Gerard & Beaula, G
Coimbatore
C A Jayavel & J Saravana Selvi
Srivilliputhur
A Ebenezer & A Cyril Agnes Mary
Chennai
Jaishankar R
Pollachi
G M Abdulsubahan & M, Jarinabegam
Gobichettipalaya
K Srinivasan & K Sundrambal
Tiruppur
L Namasivayam & N Ananthi
Chennimalai
V Shyamala & M S Vaidyanathan
Chennai
D Santhi & M Balu
Neyveli
K Gokila & S. Arul Vallal
Chennai
Naik, Tanuja K & H B Krishna
Chennai
M Umamaheswari & K Saravanduraimohan
Cuddalore
Sudesh Kumar & Sudesh, Priya
Bangalore
Danturti, Ravi Shankar & K, Rammya
Bangalore
A John Xavier & Sanu John
Coimbatore
Harini Kamesh & C S Kamesh
Chennai
S Thangam & M Sakthivel
Kanchipuram
K Kala & P Kumaraswamy
Villupuram
E Vasanthakumari & S Elumalai
Kanchipuram
Revathi, T Jothi Lakshmi & J Johnamalr
Tenkasi
P Kalidoss & K Narmada
Namakkal
K, Thayyil Mathew & Mathew, Anitha
Thiruvananthapur
T R, Lakshmi Narayanan & V, Jayalakshmi
Chennai
J, Jayanthi & L, Jayakumar
Chennai
Thomas, Animol & K A
Kottayam
R, Ayinthulaksham & S, Rajakanthan
Kanchipuram
Aathreya, Deepa & Arvind
Chennai

D, Siriyapushpam & C, Devaraj
A C, Boopathi Raj & B, Saraswathi
Agnes, C & Wilson, S
P, Mohan Raj & Shibula, Delphin
S R Amutha & K Shenbagaraman
T Suguna & U Selvaraj
Karanjkar, Aditi
Shanthi, S & Amutaventan, S
Shanthi T C, & Raman M
Babu M
C Karunakaran & K Sivaneshwari
Thakur, Praveen Kumar & Nethra Praveen
Udyawar, Kishor & Varsha
Girase, Devendra & Jayshree
Shah, Meera & Dilip
Bhowmick, Tandra & Diptinarayan
Topno, Margaret & Martina
Panchal, Anuradha & Harshad
Patel, Pramila S & Shivshankar
Pathak, Dr. Hiren T & Dr. Pragna
Bambah, Kuldeepkaur & Kuldeepsingh
Pandey, Anuradha & Manoj
Bhoiwala, Vandana & Pareshkumar
Tanpure, Vijaya & Khanderao
Maniar, Rakhi Manoj & Manoj
Kumthekar, Asha Shirish & Shirish
Shah, Rudrang R
Inamdar, Nisarahmed & Samina
Chavhan, Madhuri & Dhanraj
Renge, Ramesh & Savita
Dravid, Manjula & Ganesh
Das, Subrat Kumar
Chaudhari, Dr Smita & Dr Dipankar
Oswal, Rinku D.
Bhagwat, Sunil & Smita
Chandel, Ravinder & Monisha
Fernandes, Aquaviva & Maria Deodita
Yadgire, Atul Uttamrao & Rohini
Silva, Suzan
Dandawate, Jayshri & Pandurang
Nivendkar, Priti & Milind
Shinde, Hanumant & Rajani
Surve, Vinod
Koshti, Vivek Bharat
Koltharkar, Sameer
Sanas, Yogesh
Kadam, Sandhya & Nikhil
Somaiya, Sheetal & Sachin
Khode, Lata & Suresh
Rao, Chandrika & Kishore K
Sharma, Amit
Baranwal, Nilu
Mayengbam, Thadoi Leima
Marak, Manju Ch.
Baitha, Mukesh Kumar & Meghnath
Samal, Brundaban & Bidyutmayee
Jerome, Thangkhuma & Diki, Ellen
Zhimomi, Saikha & Ayangla, Imdongayangla
Kangabam, Ramananda & Nalini Devi
Mao, Kaikho Eshena & Elizabeth Eshena
Devi, Devuli & Khaljhuniya, Prem Singh
Devi, Prabha Vati & Singh, Mahendra Pal
Verma, Kamal & Bala, Manju
Kiran & Punia, Surender
Ali, Arif & Naj, Parveen
Kaur, Manjit
Sraivastava, Mahendra Lal & Suman
Singh, Nitu

Thucklay
Bodinayakanur
Arumanai
Idaikkode
Tenkasi
Kanchipuram
Trichy
Chennai
Ooty
Ooty
Dindigul
Mumbai
Dist-Thane
Dist-Thane
Mumbai
Mumbai
Navi Mumbai
Navi Mumbai
Surat
Surat
Kevadia Colony
Mumbai
Bharuch
Shikrapur
Navi Mumbai
Solapur
Ahmedabad
Talegaon Dhamdhera
Nagpur
Nanded
Ahmedabad
Dist Thane
Navi Mumbai
Pune
Mumbai
Ahmedabad
Colva
Amravati
Mumbai
Navi Mumbai
Mumbai
Pune
Mumbai
Navi Mumbai
Mumbai
Mumbai
Mumbai
Mumbai
Pimpalgaon
Mumbai
Dist-Thane
Bokaro
Imphal
East Garo Hills
Ranchi
Bhubaneswar
Aizawl
Kohima
Imphal
Kohima
Almora
Deeg
Amritsar
Panchkula
Jhalrapatan
Jalandhar
Varanasi
Varanasi
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RECOGNITION

SILVER PRODUCER
A Silver Producer has attained a qualifying month at 21% as defined in the Amway Business Manual.

Chahar, Dalbir Singh & Kashmeri Devi
Vohra, Krishan Kumar & Anupamma
Sil, Keka S. & Sarup Kumar
Kaur, Amarjeet
Mudgal, Mukesh & Chitra
Sharma, Bhoop Ram & Neena
Srivastava, Sudha
Singh, Harpreet & Kaur, Arvinder
Kaur, Gurinderjit
Jha, Subodh & Sarita
Chhillar, Renu & Baljit Singh
Kant, Sumita & Vishnu
Singh, Ranjit & Mohinder
Dhyani, Neelam & Vinay
Devi, Prema & Praka, Shyam
Pathak, Manoj Kumar & Angoori Devi
Singh, Dhirendra & Geeta
Barwal, Shesh Ram & Lata Devi
Kaur, Kuldeep & Singh, Malkiat
Devi, Dhan & Thapa, Sah Dev
R Dhanaraj & S Punitha
P Ruthramoorthy
Peter C A & Seena Peter
R Valliamal & R Vijaya Kumar
Pius Prem Dickson, P & Philo, Y
T Khadeeja & C K Mammad
Jeena P K & George V K
S Kasiviswanathan & K Umayal
Arpan Gupta & Nidhi Gupta
G Selvi & M Ganesan
Natarajan P & Radhamani A V
Rema, D & Rajendran, N
Shripal Kumar, B & Seema, S
K R, Prabha Kumar & P, Pushpa Prabha K
Suseela, C & Arulraj, J
V C, Nizar & K K, Sabira
M R Uthaya Kumar & Kanagathara U
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Agra
New Delhi
Allahabad
Ludhiana
Jaipur
Shimla
Raebareli
Ludhiana
Jalandhar
Lakshmangarh
Rohtak
New Delhi
Batala
Najibabad
Lucknow
Jagner
Jagner
Jogindarnagar
Jalandhar
Dehradun
Dindigul
Gobichettipalayam
Tripunithura
Coimbatore
Thuthur
Shoranur
Trichur
Coimbatore
Bangalore
Sathyamangalam
Nilambur
Attingal
Kumbakonam
Kattapana
Palapallam
Kannur
Ooty

K P, Rema
T Dhanalakshmi & Thiruselvam M
Umesh, C & Usha, S K
P U, Prasanna Kumar & A, Subha
G R, Gowtham
Sairam, S & S, Thenmozhi
Menon S, Prakash & C O, Hemalatha
Tripathi, Smita & Amit
V N Dhaimodker, Nandkishore & Dhaimodker, Sonal
Bhatia, Ramadevi S & Suresh
Dias, J L
(Authorised Representative of J L Dias & Co)

Thakur, Sanat & Mamta
Nikam, Vikas K. & Mayawati V.
Patel, Lataben B & Bharat S
Mehta, Pina Jitendra & Jitu
Jain, Dr Rachana & Dr Rakesh
Dubey, Maheshkumar & Kiran
Tibrewala, Pawankumar & Virja
Bijlani, Priya & Vinod
Fadnavis, Dr Bhalchandra
Indore, Savita R & Dr Ranganath K
Kale, Amol
Burange, Mahesh N & Satyashila
Tiwari, Pushpa & Kamlesh B
Shintre, Shekhar
Biswal, Ravi Narayan & Sundari
Chaudhary, Dr Rajendra & Rakhi
Kangujam, Amarjit Singh
Jaiswal, Chitra
Pant, Deepti & Sunil
Rastogi, Padmaja
Oberoi, Ranu & Rajeev
Bhatt, Beena
Muralidhar, Asha
Dintakurti, V Mohan Rao & Sailaja

Vadakara
Ooty
Shimoga
Kollam
Bangalore
Chennai
Kollam
Mumbai
Ponda
Dewas
Moira
Pune
Niphad
Bhuj
Mumbai
Satna
Thane
Mumbai
Ambernath
Mumbai
Kalamboli
Navi Mumbai
Chinchwad
Bhopal
Mumbai
Dist-Dantewada
Shrirampur
Imphal
Jaipur
Dehradun
Dehradun
Dehradun
Dehradun
Secunderabad
Challapalli
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This test was conducted on Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.)
at Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya, West Bengal
Test: Different Fungicides, such as Copper Oxycholoride,

Effect of different treatments on yield of potato

Chlorothalonil and Mancozeb were sprayed alone and
to control some major foliage diseases of potato.
Result
As compare to fungicides alone, all the fungicides in
combination with APSA-80 have been found to be
quite effective in controlling foliage diseases resulting

Tuber Yield (q/h)

in combination with APSA-80 @2.3 ml/10 litre of water
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Copper
Chlorothalonil
Oxycholoride

Fungicide

Mancozeb

Fungicide + APSA-80@2.3 ml/10 L water

in increase in yields - 18.8 qt/ha, 20.7 qt/ha, 18.9 qt/ha,
respectively. As compare to fungicides alone, combination of fungicide & APSA-80 gave an average yield increase
of 19.5 qt/ha.
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to Renew
your Distributorship
Renew for 3 years
& save.

Do not miss this opportunity
to renew your
Amway Business.
Renew Online at
www.amway4u.com
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Renewal just
a Phone Call away...

The last date of renewing
your distributorship is

March 31, 2008.

You can Renew on PHONE
by using your credit card
Call us for more details...
Delhi & NCR:
Maharashtra & Goa:
Tamil Nadu:
West Bengal:

011-42295900
022-66681500
044-42255522
033-30215555

Toll Free no.: 1800-1800-789 from rest of India
(From BSNL/MTNL lines only)

Hurry! Renew Now!!
*Jan-March 2008 late fee applicable.

Plain Speak
1

Vijay Sharma had started his Amway business some months back and was
building the same with great enthusiasm and dedication. He was an expert
in demonstrating products. “You should be a good sales person to be
successful in this business, because the basic foundation of this business
is retailing.” Vijay had heard his upline Emerald say this on all meetings….

3

2

One day he met his old colleague Aman Singh at one of the meetings …

Hello Aman, I am fine…. by
the grace of God my
business is doing well and
growing steadily!! How are
things with you ?

Hello Vijay, how are you?
And how is your
business doing?

4
What ?? Aman its so shocking to hear
you talk like that…. You were so
enthusiastic about this business, in fact
your optimism really attracted me to this
business !! tell me, did you speak to your
upline on the problems that you are
facing ??

Well, I am
happy for
you…but
my business
is not doing
well at all, in
fact I am
thinking of
leaving this
business and
look for
some other
option.

5
But Aman, ours is a business of
duplication, your downlines will do
what they see their upline doing. If
you do not retail, chances are they
also would not !!!

What ? Have you not
realized the importance
of retailing ?
After all, that is where the
money lies. You earn 20%
retail profit margin on
selling products and you
earn volume based
additional discount/
commission based on the
sales turnover of your
group... Do you find it
difficult to sell the
products ??

I think you are right Vijay….
I always thought that I will focus on
introducing more people to the
business and the group would take
care of the retail sale…..

Hey, but I never really focused on this aspect.

In fact, that’s the way to go. Firstly,
you need to learn about the
products yourself and then teach
your downlines also.

How do I sell
the products
to customers ?
I am not very
confident
about
selling…

I did, but he told
me to continue showing
the plan and when more people
will join money
would start coming in.
But this has not been
true …

6

Amway organizes a lot of free training
sessions on selling skills as well as
demonstrate products. Attend these, take
help from your uplines…

Aman is really happy and feels the
same excitement that he felt when
he had joined this wonderful
opportunity called ‘Amway’. He
thanks Vijay for showing him the
way and gets ready to steer his
business in the right direction. He
starts attending the product
training sessions and in some time,
he is confidently demonstrating
products for his customers as well
as the customers of his downlines.
He is also able to handle queries
and suggest appropriate products
based on his customers needs……
In some months time only, Aman reached the Silver producer level in the
business and he knew this was just the beginning and he had many
milestones waiting for him in his future….

If you need any more information on the above refer to the Code of Ethics in the Business Planner, or write to Archna
Reuben at: Amway India Enterprises, A-35 & 36 Sector- 16, Noida – 201301 (U.P.) OR E-Mail: Plain_Speak@amway.com

NEW TDS RULES

PAN NO. MANDATORY
As per Income Tax Act, AIE (Amway India Enterprises) deducts TDS (Tax Deduction at source) on all Discounts /
Commissions Credited / paid to ABOs.
With effect from September – 2007 based on very recent amendments to the Income Tax Act 1961, some changes have
been incorporated to the requirements of issuing TDS Certificates and claim thereof.

Quoting PAN No. is MANDATORY for ABO’s whose income has crossed the threshold limit of Rs. 2500/= in a
financial year. (April to March)
AIE has been filing a quarterly return (Ending 30th Jun, 30th Sept, 31st Dec & 31St Mar.) to prescribed Income Tax
Authority providing them details of TDS deducted of all the ABO’s along with PAN No & address, where available.
Now onwards, Quarterly Returns will NOT be ACCEPTED by the Income Tax Authorities unless the PAN No &
addresses of ABO’s are provided in the returns.
Therefore mentioning correct PAN No. and address of ABO’s is mandatory by law. In absence of these required
information, benefit of tax deducted by Amway may not be available appropriately to ABO’s
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Witness the success...
of the successful
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All ABO’s are requested to immediately furnish their PAN Number and correct Address to AIE for claiming benefit of
of
Deducted
source
nearest
Amway
Office
mail
Hema_Soni@Amway.com
Akhil_Seth@Amway.com
TaxTax
Deducted
at at
source
at at
nearest
Amway
Office
or or
mail
to to
Hema_Soni@Amway.com
or or
Akhil_Seth@Amway.com

India’s state-of-the-art Manufacturing Facilities. VCD also covers the
success stories of some of Amway India’s most successful ABOs potraying
a journey of their successful & hardworking life which has been marked
by an opportunity called Amway.
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Hurry
Limited
Stock!!!

For over 70 years…the name NUTRILITE
has come to signify
Best of Nature. Best of Science.

Trust, Naturalness, Heritage,
Science, Quality

Nutrilite packaging has also reflected these qualities. Pack graphics have the potential to
influence consumer perception. In a changing time, when more and more people are turning to
preventive healthcare, NUTRILITE needs to be more visible and more relevant.

Presenting the

New Look
Starting with

PARSELENIUM E
the new look
packaging will
come to India
through 2008

AMWAY IS MAKING HISTORY,
AND WE’RE SAVING A PAGE FOR YOU.
Profiles of
Achievement
RECOGNIT ION BOOK

Together in 2009,
we will mark our golden milestone, 50 years of global success,
with an indelible image of achievement: Amway’s 50th Anniversary Recognition Book, Profiles of Achievement
What better way to commemorate this momentous occasion than to proﬁle

Stand among Amway’s elite. Achieve Diamond status September 1 ‘07

our remarkable business owners who have achieved Diamond status and

- August 31 ‘08 to qualify for inclusion in this landmark publication.

above. This album of achievement will stand as a testament to five

Reach the pinnacle others will aspire to, and claim your place in Amway’s

decades of innovation and accomplishment - a permanent tribute to

proud history.

the leaders who will guide us far beyond our 50th year.

Joining a team of successful people

is now simple...

Numberless
Application Form
Buy a set of
20 Numberless Applications

at Rs.100/- only.

Steps of Joining:
Fill the Numberless Application Form and submit along with payment of Rs. 4,400.
On submission, a Voucher Redemption Pack will be issued. The redemption card will have
the Distributorship number.
The DCS executive will stamp and write the distributorship number on the application form.
Redeem the voucher for a Complete Flexible Kit.

join now...

The just concluded Business Seminar
(ALS) at Beijing was attended by more
than 1400 Leaders.
This will always be remembered as an
Outstanding, Exceptional, Terrific,
and Stupendous business event. We
were amongst the first ones to enjoy
the Beijing hospitality as the city is
getting ready for Olympics next year.
Leaders in both the batches
appreciated and enjoyed the Attitude
Color launch and the Business
Sessions where new Diamonds,
Founder
Diamond,
Executive
Diamond and Amway India’s first ever
Triple Diamond were recognized. To
top it all was the experience of having
Daal, Chawal & roasted bhuttas while
sitting at the Great Wall of China.
Last but not the least was the
performance of Chinese Martial artists
and Bollywood Dance & Song
program by a Chinese troupe at the
Farewell Dinner, truly dazzling the
entire audience. This was definitely
not to be missed business trip.

GO CROWN
H O N G

Go-Crown at Hong Kong was the
icing on the cake…

All the participants had a great time
whilst interacting with the Senior
Management of Amway India in the
Business Session. They also had
time to relax, go shopping and
sightseeing and explore the city, as
the entire city was lit up and
decorated ready to welcome
Christmas & New Year.

KO N G

On the International White Cane Day at Hyderabad, AOF donated over 300
white canes. The day was all the more special for Amway as this donation
took place at the CMs residence. Area manager – AP, represented Amway,
and could brief the CM on the work Amway has carried out on the social
front. WCD was also celebrated at Bilaspur, Nagpur, Ahmedabad, Jamnagar,
Pune and Thane simultaneously, where around 750 white canes were
distributed.
ABOs in and around Gorakhpur, came together for the flood affected in
their region and donated flood relief material consisting of over 520 packets
- each containing 5 kg of Rice, 5kg Wheat flour, 1 kg Salt and a substantial
quantity of old clothes by ABOs. This was handed over to the DM.
ABOs at Mumbai enjoyed a musical night with NODA – a troupe of visually
challenged musicians and singers. This special troupe had enthralled ABOs
last year as well and AOF is honoured to make this partnership a lasting one.
Another ambulance was donated in the city of Ludhiana, with the
beneficiary this time being BRC hospital. This was the second ambulance the
ABOs of Ludhiana have donated – many, many thanks to all concerned!
The Comedy Boys continued their shows for AOF, which were held at
Madurai and Kumbakonam. Both were well attended, with 455 and 754
ABOs coming in for a dose of humor. At Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s
hometown, Ranchi, 750 ABOs enjoyed the film ‘No Entry’ and built up their
corpus. At Dehradun, ABOs held a Talent Contest which brought out their
creative side. All enthusiastically cheered the participants and friends.
At Bilaspur the WCD celebration was coupled with Swasthya Darpan
program & a Blood Donation camp with Red Cross Society of Raipur. 27 ABOs
of Bilaspur donated blood in the camp.
AOF organized its first Swasthya Darpan program at Panjim,Goa for an
audience of 125 plus. The event saw an Orthopedic surgeon, a Pediatrician,
Gynecologist & Chest Specialists to speak on significance of Preventive
healthcare & Nutrition.

Jhankar Tunes Amway Business Owners to Music
Jhankar –AOF Musical eve at Kolkata on 5th October, ’07 in Kolkata at
Nazrul Mancha had a unique set of Guest of Honors who inaugurated the
programme. Guess Who? None other than less privileged children of
“Pathchala”, Jabala” & “Rehabilitation Centre for Children (RCFC)”. They lit
the lamp, chanted mantras, sang the inaugural song & along with a solo
dance recital , all in front of a crowd of more than 2000 Amway Business
Owners.

There are many
things that make
Nutrilite Protein
Powder the

Best of Nature. Best of Science.

Available in
500gm &
200gm

No. 1 Brand
Provides 8gm of lean protein per
10gm serving
Contains only 0.3 gm/serve fat
Is neutral tasting
Is stable under high temperature
Contains Soy isoflavones
Manufactured using certified GMPs
Does not contain artificial sweeteners,
colours or preservatives

PROTEIN POWDER

But there is nothing
quite like your
own experience

Get your Nutrilite Protein Powder pack today

